
Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 GENERAL ORIENTATION

The Kewa people, who live in the Southern Highlands District of

Papua and number over 40,000, are part of a large Highlands Stock

(Wurm 1960a). 1 The Kewa language is a member of the West-Central

Family, a Family which also includes Enga (dialects), Ipili, Hull,

Mendi (dialects), Sau and perhaps Wiru.2 More specifically, Wurm

has included Kewa as a member of the Mendi-Pole Sub-Family along

with Mendi, Pole, Augu and Sau. 3 Wurm and Laycock also suggest that

all of these Sub-Family members may be in fact one language (I96I:

1^11), a presumption later followed by C.P. and F.M. Voegelin (1965:

11).^ On the other hand, I have outlined what I hold to be the

boundaries of Kewa and give evidence for them elsewhere (Franklin

1968b).

The first indication of a group of related languages correspond-

ing in part to what is now known as the West-Central Family was by

A. Capell (1948-49:37Mff ). He examined and gave limited vocabularies

from Hoiyevia (« Ipili), Tarifuroro^ (« Hull), Augu,.Kutubu (« Poi),

Sau and Telefomin. Capell then suggested a relationship between what

is now known as Ipili, Hull, Mendi and Sau, as well as Enga.^

However, despite the early comparisons by Capell and the survey by

Wurm, there is still little published linguistic material available

on the West-Central Family. 7 Our own published articles are on East

Kewa; the grammatical features are summarised later in this chapter.

The present study is, however, exclusively on West Kewa. Much of the

primary material in the grammatical description is from a concordance

of over 14,000 words of text in West Kewa made on comiputer at the

University of Papua and New Guinea. The programme was supervised by

Professor M.H. McKay of the Department of Mathematics. A concordance
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